Vortix/MySafe Vault Review
MySafe Vault is a revolutionary way to completely and totally secure any sensitive
or private digital information you have.
It utilizes cutting edge blockchain technology that ensures that nobody except you
can access this information, keeping it safe from theft and misuse.

Capitalize on an undefeatable solution to the problem of
cybersecurity
Examples of information that you may want to store in the MySafe Vault include
wills, corporate intelligence, sensitive information, plans for innovative products or
projects and anything else you need to keep to yourself.
All information is encrypted, and nobody except for you (not even the Vortix
company itself) can de-encrypt your files.
The blockchain technology and encryption ensure that no competitor, enemy,
governmental agency or hacker can get your secure information; it is 100%
protected.
For total anonymity, you are only able to access the Vortix ecosystem by purchasing
Vortix tokens (VTX), which are a cryocurrency similar to Bitcoin.
Vortix tokens are ERC-20 compliant, which is the accepted standard and are on the
Ethereum platform.
Only a limited number of Vortix tokens will be sold, and they are on sale now for the
first time, so get them while you can!
Since security is such a big issue now with data breaches happening right and left,
they anticipate a huge demand for the MySafe Vault, and it will be first come, first
served.

About Vortix

For the Presale event, which is going on now, the company has set the price of $0.20
per VTX, and you can pay in US dollars, Ether, Bitcoin or Litecoin.
While you will use some VTX to pay for your MySafe Vault and other products from
MySafe, you can also keep them as an investment.
If you keep VTX tokens, you qualify for a loyalty bonus, which will pay out dividends
based on 20% of the company’s net profits for the next 10 years.
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As if that isn’t enough, if you buy between 1,000 and 5000 VTX tokens, you will get a
5% discount on all MySafe products.
If you buy between 5,001 and 20,000 tokens, you get a 10% discount and if you buy
more than 20,000 tokens, you get a 20% discount.
VTX is a totally liquid currency and you will be able to trade them, just as many
people worldwide have made millions trading Bitcoin and other crypocurrencies.
It’s like being there when Bitcoin launched – imagine how much money you would
have now if you have invested in Bitcoin at the very beginning!
This is your chance to get on the train to crypocurrency profits, and you know that it
will be around for a long time because Vortix has solved the biggest problem
plaguing our modern society – cybersecurity!
Don’t miss this opportunity for incredible profits and get in on the ground floor of
the next big thing in cybersecurity by getting your VTX tokens now before they’re
gone.

Get your Vortix tokens now – limited time!
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